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Abstract—In this paper, we look at how Artificial Swarm
Intelligence can evolve using evolutionary algorithms that try
to minimize the sensory surprise of the system. We will show
how to apply the free-energy principle, borrowed from statistical physics, to quantitatively describe the optimization method
(sensory surprise minimization), which can be used to support
lifelong learning. We provide our ideas about how to combine
this optimization method with evolutionary algorithms in order
to boost the development of specialized Artificial Neural Networks, which define the proprioceptive configuration of particular
robotic units that are part of a swarm. We consider how
optimization of the free-energy can promote the homeostasis of
the swarm system, i.e. ensures that the system remains within its
sensory boundaries throughout its active lifetime. We will show
how complex distributed cognitive systems can be build in the
form of hierarchical modular system, which consists of specialized
micro-intelligent agents connected through information channels.
We will also consider the co-evolution of various robotic swarm
units, which can result in development of proprioception and a
comprehensive awareness of the properties of the environment.
And finally, we will give a brief outline of how this system can
be implemented in practice and of our progress in this area.
Keywords—artificial intelligence, neuro-evolution, swarm intelligence, robotic swarm, cooperative robotics, free-energy principle,
active inference, evolutionary computation, novelty search

I.

INTRODUCTION

With current advances in machine learning and robotics it’s
safe to assume that in near future we will be witnessing deep
penetration of cooperative robotic systems into everyday life
of millions of people as well as into many industrial processes.
Close cooperation with fragile human beings suggests that
robotic systems should evolve to achieve deep understanding of
the environment in order to safely use their powerful actuators.
Such level of environmental awareness can be achieved by
considering robotic system as not a single unit, but rather as
a distributed swarm of robotic units connected by peer-to-peer
mesh network with powerful central command and control
(CNC) unit. Such structure allows to join effective decision
making (by powerful CNC unit) with high awareness of the
environmental dynamics achieved through spatially distributed
sensorium.

the swarm system at the logical level, as well as describing
its main components, which make it’s cooperative intelligence
possible. In Section IV, we discuss implementation of swarm
learning model and optimization methods to be used for initial
training of artificial swarm intelligence. Section V provide
description of simple swarm architecture and how it can be
implemented. Finally, in Sections VI and VII we discuss our
findings and describe our current and future works in the area.
II.

S WARM S TRUCTURE - P HYSICAL L EVEL

In this paper, we consider swarm as a tightly integrated
robotic environment in which many semi-autonomous types
of robotic organisms cooperatively interact to achieve specific
goals. The robotic units in the environment organized in welldefined hierarchy, where particular types of units provide specific sensory inputs for the swarm, while others are capable of
affecting the environment. In addition, the swarm will include
powerful units (command centers) to perform energy- and
computationally-intensive tasks for strategic decision-making
and general knowledge accumulation.
Our idea is to have specific types of units to evolve in
the process of swarm maturation from some kind of basic
units. Each basic unit has unique combination of sensors and
actuators, allowing it to perceive and affect the environment
in a certain way. Later in the evolutionary process, some
sensors and actuators of basic units will be inactivated to
create an unique configuration for the new derived unit type.
The evolutionary process will be bounded by environmental
factors and will be optimized to ensure cooperative behavior
of various types of robotic units to achieve the desired results.
Such cooperative integration allows a sensorium of one type
of units to provide guidance for another type, e.g. aerial units
will provide reconnaissance data about environment, that is not
directly perceived by ground-based units.
The continuous communication with the command center is
an important part of coordinating collective behavior between
units of the swarm. However, in case of an emergency, it is
assumed that all units can operate autonomously to complete
the current task, even when the communication link is down.

In this work we consider how to effectively build such
distributed intelligent system which is able to adapt to the
specific environmental conditions due to inherent capabilities
for a lifelong learning. We will show that there are plausible
parallels with biological systems can be made and apply
biologically inspired paradigms to the design of such system.

The autonomous behavior of each unit is assisted by
specialized tactical decision making software, which consist of
modular/hierarchical neural networks trained to operate within
sensorimotor framework of that specific robotic unit.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give an
overview of the structure of the swarm system at the physical
level. It is followed by Section III, describing the hierarchy of

We regard the robotic swarm as a single sensorimotor
logical unit, which has an unified spatial awareness of the
environment, distributed over all its constituent parts. But

III.

S WARM H IERARCHY - L OGICAL L EVEL
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the internal structure of the swarm’s consciousness is not a
monolith, but rather consist of a complex hierarchy of microintelligent agents that interact with each other to perform data
collection, data processing, and decision-making, according to
the current environmental conditions and tasks to be completed.

agent will be rewarded depending on the level of novelty of
solution that was found. At the same time, the minimal fitness
criterion is introduced, which allows to optimize the training
time and avoid agent sticking in the some noisy parts of the
environment, which have a high potential for the novelty but
low objective fitness.

The dynamics of the swarm will be controlled with the help
of attractors - the active components of the system that will
lead the cooperative passive components. Passive components
are implemented in such a way as to assist any external action
initiated by a friendly active unit or person. Active components
are dedicated swarm units that have improved sensorimotor
capabilities and higher level of autonomy due to the more
powerful cognitive models implemented in them.

The ultimate goal of the swarm system’s training is to
minimize sensory surprise (free-energy) [9] of the CNC module while roaming in the environment. The minimal value of
surprise implies that the CNC system is fully aware of the
properties of the surrounding environment in the context of
the actual sensory inputs and the probability distributions of
the causes of the inputs. Thus, the CNC system is able to
maintain a reliable model of the environment and make the
right inference about the outcomes of actions that will be
performed. And with this awareness, it becomes possible to
build an optimal strategy for using the observed properties of
the environment to achieve specific goals and accomplish the
objectives.

Thus, while each component of the swarm has a certain
level of autonomy, the full potential of the system is revealed in
the synergistic interaction of all its components. As a result, the
Artificial Swarm Intelligence (ASI) [14] system is emerging,
which has a cognitive potential that exceeds the sum of all its
components [15].

Another important aspect of the CNC module is that it
maintains a library of already explored environments and can
use this prior knowledge as a stepping stone for improving
performance in a different environment.

An appropriate swarm hierarchy will emerge in the process
of evolution of the system from seeds of basic units. Each
seed of a specific robotic unit describes its basic sensorimotor
capabilities/configuration in terms of the topology of the
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) controlling it. The neuroevolution [11], [12] process will be applied to the mentioned
seed configurations to create specialized ANN modules [13],
depending on the sensorimotor dynamics of the system and
the observed environmental characteristics.

The CNC module will control the overall dynamics of the
swarm through the attractors - the dedicated active units. But
at the same time, to perform micro-tasks that require high
accuracy, it will be able to directly control each unit of the
swarm.
B. Micro-Intelligent Agents and Information Channels

The evolutionary potential of each ANN module will be
bounded by the hardware on which robotic unit operates.
Thus, as in biological systems, the most potent units will be
evolved where the most of the computing power and energy is
available. Such inherent limitations will contribute to a targeted
evolution of the hierarchical modular system, where each part
has certain processing capabilities in accordance with its place
in the swarm hierarchy.

Recently researchers have shown [21] that in simple models
of neural networks, the amount of effective information [26]
increases as you coarse-grained the model of neuron interactions in the neural network, that is, consider groups of them as
a whole. The possible states of these interconnected units form
a causal structure in which transitions between states can be
mathematically modeled using so-called Markov chains [22].
At a certain macroscopic scale, effective information reaches
a peak. This is the scale at which states of the system have
the most causal power, predicting future states in the most
reliable and effective manner. By increasing the scale further,
you begin to lose important details about the causal structure
of the system. The neural groups with most casual power at
the optimal macroscopic scale we refer to as Micro-Intelligent
Agents (MIA).

A. The Command and Control Center
Strategic planning of the general behavior of the swarm is
carried out by the Command and Control (CNC) center, where
sensory data from all swarm units are collected and processed.
The decision-making process of the CNC center use collected
data to model the next state of the environment in which
swarm operates. After that, the modelling error is corrected
using actual sensory inputs received from the swarm units
(posterior probabilities distribution) after performing a specific
action based on the model predictions (prior probabilities
distribution). Thus, it becomes possible to create a highly
adaptive system that is able to quickly learn the properties
of novel environments and quickly adapt the behavior of the
swarm to effectively achieve the goals. In addition, with each
new environment learned, the knowledge base of the CNC
system will be expanded, which will allow it to easy master
novel environments using transfer learning methods.

MIA agents are the foundation of the cognitive hierarchy
of the swarm system. They are able to process tiny amounts
of input data (bit sets, words) and aggregate them into higherorder information units that will be passed to the next level of
processing. Physically, MIA agents are represented as highly
specialized software modules evolved to process certain kinds
of input data received from specific set of sensors or from
Information Channels (ICH) [21].
Information Channels, in turn, facilitate the exchange of
information between different parts of the swarm and encode
the casual structure of the sensory inputs. Information Channels evolve along with Micro-Intelligent Agents in the process
of maturation of Artificial Swarm Intelligence and become

Our idea is to use the Minimal Criterion Novelty Search
[4] optimization method for a comprehensive exploration of
the environment. With this method of learning, the exploring
2
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channel input with some output along with some decoding
function ψ. The encoding/decoding functions together create a
code-book, which is a concise, informative description of the
environmental properties sampled by the ASI agent from its
sensory inputs.

an important part of the swarm system configuration, which
determines its ability to ingress environmental information
from its sensorium.

According to the Shannon’s theory of communication [25],
communication channels have a certain capacity, that is, the
ability of the channel to convert inputs into outputs in the
most informative and reliable way. Also he found that the rate
of information transmission over the channel correlates with
the changes in the input probability distribution p(X). Thus,
the channel capacity (C) is determined by a set of inputs that
maximizes the mutual information I(X; Y ). By maximizing
channel capacity, it is possible to effectively increase its
transmission rate:
C = maxp(X) I(X; Y )
Fig. 1: The Information Channel connecting two MIA agents,
one of which encodes the signal on the input side and the
other decodes on the output side, respectively. Thus, ICH with
associated MIA agents becomes an informative representation
(coding) of a particular sensory input for a particular type and
state of the environment.

(1)

where I(X; Y ) is the mutual information for representing
the transmission rate of information over the channel:
I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y )

(2)

where H(X) represents the total possible entropy of the
source and the conditional entropy H(X|Y ) indicates how
much information is left about X, once Y is taken into
account. Therefore, H(X|Y ) has a clear causal interpretation
as the amount of information lost during the processing and
transmission of sensory inputs.

The Information Channel consist of two finite sets, X
and Y , and is a collection of transition probabilities p(y|x)
for each x ∈ X,P
such that for every x and y, p(y|x) ≥ 0
and for every x, y p(y|x) = 1 (set, known as the channel
matrix). X and Y are the input and output of the channel,
respectively [23]. The channel is governed by a channel matrix,
which is a fixed entity represented by a specific Artificial
Neural Network, emerging during the corresponding neuroevolutionary process. Both channels and causal structures can
be represented as Transition Probability Matrixes (TPM) [22],
and in a situation where the channel matrix contains the same
transition probabilities for a certain set of state transitions, the
TPMs will be identical. The causal structure is a matrix that
transforms previous states into future ones.

Taking into account the discoveries of Shannon, it can be
seen that the use of MIA agents as a encoder/decoder for
input/output of the data bits from the information channel,
effectively increases its capacity and transmission rate. Which
is crucial given the distributed nature of the swarm intelligence.
To draw parallels with biology, swarm intelligence can be
viewed as full body consciousness, in which MIA agents can
be viewed as individual cells or cell conglomerates (sensing
and pre-processing organs, etc) [1], [2] and information channels as a signaling pathways in the form of peripheral neural
system or information exchange routines through chemical
markers.

The TPM associates each state si in S with the probability
distribution of past states (SP |S = si ), which could led to
it, and the probability distribution of future states to which
it could lead to (SF |S = si ). In these terms, the ED (Effect
Distribution, which is an ASI model’s internal states describing
sensory inputs) can be formally expressed as expectation of
(SF |do(S = si )∀i ∈ 1 . . . n) given some ID (Intervention
Distribution, which is the sensor casuals, respectively). Where
do(x) is an operator that formalizes interventions [29], which
set a system (or variables in a causal model) into a specific
state, which facilitates the identification of the causal effects
of that state on the system, disrupting its relationship with the
observed history.

IV.

S WARM L EARNING M ODEL

It is assumed that swarm intelligence is not fully determined by a constant learned set of skills - a priori pre-trained
knowledge, but rather is a combination of prior knowledge
with continuous lifelong learning abilities. The lifelong world
exploration is based on a certain kind of visual consciousness,
mediated by inherent knowledge of the swarm system about its
sensorimotor contingencies [5] and proprioception. Here, the
visual consciousness is not only about the sensation of visible
electromagnetic specter, but rather full gamma of sensations
collected from the environment and processed as a visualization model, where internal visualization of the environment
is compared with actual data received from sensors. In this
aspect, it is important that swarm system evolve to maturity
with all its constituents incorporated in order to learn its unique
sensorimotor configuration, which combines the perception of

To send a message through a channel matrix with these
properties, it is necessary to define some encoding/decoding
function implemented through the specialized MIA agents in
our architecture (see Figure 1). A message can be some binary
string like {110111010001} generated via the application of
some ID (Intervention Distribution). The encoding function
φ : {message} → {encoder} is a rule that associates some
3
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external world with the available actuating mechanisms to act
on it. This unique configuration will be encoded by control
ANN emerged during evolution. Thus, the experience gained
during evolution of the swarm system becomes its unique
bubble of experience [6], which serves as a starting point for
self-awareness development.

•

The learning model will be optimized to minimize surprise
(negative log probability) of some sensory data, given a model
of how this data were generated, which is called active
inference [7]. The bounds of sensory surprise in a quantitative
terms can be expressed as a free-energy [8]. Free-energy
measures the difference between the probability distribution
of environmental factors affecting our system and an arbitrary
distribution encoded by the swarm system’s configuration, i.e.
the topology of the control ANN, its connection strengths,
and modules included. The swarm intelligence can minimize
free-energy (sensory surprise) by changing its configuration
(topology of the control artificial neural network) to affect
the way it samples the environment (e.g. when we move
through in a dark room, we build a mental model of what
to expect in the next step and then compare what we feel with
these prior expectations). Thus, the adaptive exchange with the
environment will be established allowing swarm intelligence to
construct prior expectations in a dynamic and context-sensitive
fashion.

•

•

•

•

•

diction errors that depend on the predicted
(expected or desired) movement trajectories.
This provides a simple account of motor control, in which action is enslaved by perceptual
(proprioceptive) predictions.
Perceptual predictions are based on prior expectations regarding the trajectory or movement through the agent’s state space. These
priors can be acquired (as empirical priors
during hierarchical inference) or they can be
innate (epigenetic) and, therefore, subject to
selective pressure.
The predicted movements or state transitions
realized by the action correspond to policies
in the optimal control theory and reinforcement learning. In this context, value is inversely proportional to surprise (and implicitly free energy), and the rewards correspond
to innate priors that constrain policies.

( [9])
In this work, our idea is to integrate this biologically
inspired model of adaptive learning into a field of artificial
intelligence in order to achieve our goal - to develop an
intelligent distributed swarm system that can maintain its
sensory states within the physical bounds of its components in
face of constant environmental flux. In short terms, this means
avoiding sensory surprise, which relates not only to the current
state of the swarm system (which cannot be changed), but
also to the transition from one state to another (which can be
changed). The guiding principle for the mentioned transitions
between states, which is compatible with the swarm survival
(e.g. the flight of a swarm of drones within a small margin of
error), can be considered as a global random attractor [10]. In
the learning process we will be optimizing the movements of
this attractor by minimizing free-energy bound on the sensory
surprise of the swarm.

According to the recently proposed free-energy principle
framework, the following key points characterize the model of
adaptive learning (biological):
•

doi:10.20944/preprints201901.0282.v1

Adaptive agents must occupy a limited repertoire of states and, therefore, minimize the
long-term average value of surprise associated with sensory exchanges with the world.
Minimizing surprise allows them to resist the
natural tendency to disorder.
Surprise is based on predictions about sensations that depend on the internal generative
model of the world. Although surprise cannot
be measured directly, the free-energy bound
on surprise can be, suggesting that agents
minimize free-energy by changing their predictions (perception) or by changing the predicted sensory inputs (action).
Perception optimizes predictions by minimizing free-energy with respect to the activity of neural units (perceptual inference),
efficacy (learning and memory) and gain
(attention and salience). This gives Bayesoptimal (probabilistic) representations about
what caused the sensations (providing a link
to the Bayesian brain hypothesis).
Learning under the free-energy principle can
be formulated in terms of optimizing the
connection strengths in hierarchical models
of the sensorium. This is based on associative plasticity for encoding causal regularities
and address the same synaptic mechanisms
as those underlying the formation of a cell
assembly.
Action under the free-energy principle is
reduced to the suppression of sensory pre-

Fig. 2: Information exchange between the environment and the
ASI agent. The swarm learning model will be represent as a set
of internal states that control actions and make prediction error
corrections in accordance with sensations caused by external
environmental states.
The dependencies between the inputs/outputs of a swarm,
4
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along with its internal states and the external states of the
environment, allows us to formulate a swarm learning model
(see Figure 2).
The internal states of the Artificial Swarm Intelligence
system (3) and its actions (4) work to minimize the free-energy
F (s̄, µ), which is a function of sensory inputs s(t) (5) and a
probabilistic representation q(Θ|µ) of its causes:
µ = argmin F (s̄, µ)

(3)

α = argmin F (s̄, µ)

(4)

s̄ = g(x̄, Θ) + z̄

(5)

The environment (6) is described by equation of motion
that specify the trajectory of its hidden states:
x̄˙ = f (x̄, α, Θ) + w̄

doi:10.20944/preprints201901.0282.v1

•

The command-and-control (CNC) module with high
power capacity and advanced computational capabilities, which has reliable communication channels with
other members of the swarm, as well as with human
operators.

•

The light-weight mobile (LWM) units, which can be
used to quickly explore environment and deploy spatial coordinate grid for independent local positioning
system.

•

The heavy-weight mobile (HWM) units, that can
physically reach various areas of the environment
and perform assigned tasks. They will use the spatial
coordinate grid provided by the LWM units to confirm
their position and direction.

(6)

Where causes Θ ⊃ {x̄, Θ, γ} of sensory inputs include
hidden states x̄(t), parameters Θ and precision γ, controlling
the amplitude of the random fluctuations z̄(t) and w̄(t).
Free-energy depends on two probability densities: the
recognition density q(Θ|µ) and the one that generates sensory
samples and their causes, p(s̄, Θ|m). The latter represents a
probabilistic generative model (denoted by m), the form of
which is determined by the controlling ANN of the ASI agent.

Fig. 3: The structure of the Swarm Exploratory System

The sensory surprise of an ASI agent is a negative loglikelihood [17] associated with its sensory states s̄(t) that have
been caused by some unknown quantities Θ ⊃ {x̄, Θ}:
Z
− ln p(s̄(t)|m) = − ln p(s̄(t), Θ) dΘ
(7)

The role of light-weight mobile units is to quickly explore
an unknown environment and occupy certain positions to form
spatial grid coordinate system that will be used to facilitate
spatial awareness of the swarm. The LWM units must be
highly mobile so that they can be deployed as quickly as
possible. This means that, depending on the properties of
the environment, they can be physically presented as drones,
lightweight gyro-boards, etc.

It can be shown [9] that the free-energy can be represented
as a surprise − ln p(s̄(t)|m) plus a Kullback-Leibler [16]
divergence between the recognition q(Θ|µ) and conditional
p(Θ|s̄) densities:
F = DKL (q(Θ|µ) k p(Θ|s̄)) − ln p(s̄|m)

The heavy-weight mobile platforms will complement the
LWM units with additional sensor arrays capable of collecting
the most comprehensive environmental data. Thus, with the
deployment of HWM platforms, the swarm’s awareness of
environmental dynamics must be sufficient enough to fulfill
the task set by the human operators, even in an autonomous
mode.

(8)

In this case, the free-energy can be minimized by training
ASI agent model to infer causes of the sensory samples in
Bayes-optimal fashion.
With another form of free-energy presentation (9), it can be
shown that it can be minimized by affecting the environment
(action) in accordance with the current internal state of the
ASI agent, followed by sampling of sensory data. After that,
the ASI agent will reconfigure its sensor circuits to sample
inputs, which are predicted by its recognition density in order
to minimize prediction error.
F = DKL (q(Θ|µ) k p(Θ)) − h ln p(s̄(α)|Θ, m) iq
V.

The positions of the HWM platforms will be visually
correlated with respect to the spatial grid formed by the LWM
units (see Figure 4), which makes the swarm independent of
any external positioning system (GPS, GLONAS, etc). Also,
the special configuration of the infrared LED arrays placed
on the body of the HWM platforms at certain places, will
allow to determine their direction relatively to the spatial grid
without any reference to the geomagnetic data. Furthermore, it
is possible to use other variants of local positioning based, for
example, on near-field radio signals. The advantage of using a
visual signal is that it is much more difficult to suppress than
a radio signal. To further enhance the reliability of the local
coordinate system, visual positioning can be supplemented
with acoustic or seismic signals, depending on the properties
of the environment in which it is deployed. This is especially
useful in underground or underwater environments where light
and radio signals propagation is limited.

(9)

E XAMPLE OF THE S WARM S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION

In this part, we will look at how to apply the proposed
design of the swarm robotic system to build very basic
exploratory system that is able to develop awareness of the
spatial environment and accomplish the tasks assigned.
Such a system should at least have the following components (see Figure 3):
5
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With a local grid coordinate system, the swarm can operate
in any environment where there are no other means to obtain
reliable positioning from external systems. Thus, swarm can
be deployed in many harsh environments: underground, underwater, in the interplanetary space, or in places where signals
from an external positioning systems are suppressed.
The CNC module could be implemented as a stationary
structure with a powerful battery array and capable processing
units. To increase the resilience and survivability of the swarm,
it is possible to use multiple CNC systems deployed on HWM
platforms, which use a master-slave architecture. The current
master CNC module will manage the swarm, and the slave
CNC modules will maintain their state by listening to regular
updates from the master. In the event of master’s failure, a new
master will be elected according to a specific election protocol
[18], [19].
VI.

Fig. 4: The grid structure of the coordinate system is formed
by light-weight mobile units. The hexagonal spatial structure
allows to generate grid code that determines the coordinates in
the local coordinate system relative to the master CNC module.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented our ideas on the development of robotic systems controlled by an Artificial Swarm
Intelligence. We looked at how swarm can be trained to
obtain full sensorimotor awareness about all of its constituent
parts (proprioception) endowing it with sense of relative parts
positions, movement, and acceleration. We also considered
how to support lifelong learning, which is one of the most
important features of the ASI system, that allows it to quickly
adapt to the conditions of novel environments using transferlearning methods.
We looked at the Artificial Swarm Intelligence as a macroscale hierarchy of the Micro-Intelligent Agents and Information
Channels, which, according to the theory of casual emergence
[24], provides more informative casual model of the environment than micro-scale systems that take into account every bit
of input data. I.e. map (macro-scale) is better than territory
(micro-scale) in terms of information models.
We suggested using evolutionary computational [20] methods (e.g. neuro-evolution) for evolving of specific control
neural networks from basic (seed) ANN configurations. We
assume that during the evolutionary process, the specific type
of control ANN configuration will be evolved, that are able
to take full advantage of the sensorimotor capabilities of a
particular robotic unit. The overall configuration of the swarm
is also the subject of an evolutionary development in which
various types of robotic units will co-evolve, complementing
each other’s characteristics.
We have described a learning model based on the notion
of minimizing the sensory surprise of a swarm system when
it interacts with the environment. And applied the free-energy
principle [8] to determine the optimization function, which can
be used as a guiding principle during the lifelong training of
the ASI model.
Finally, we provided an overview of the implementation
of a simple swarm system with the definition of its major
constituent parts and their interactions.
Summing up our research, the following key concepts
should be considered when designing the Artificial Swarm
Intelligence system:
6

•

The sensorimotor configuration of the swarm system
must be constant during the period of primary training.
It’s important that during maturation the Artificial
Swarm Intelligence becomes fully aware of its physical boundaries and learns how to act within them
(proprioception). An embodiment allows ASI to build
complex models of internal sensory experiences linked
with the causes of the specific sensory inputs, which
allows the use of active inference [7] optimization
techniques in order to support lifelong learning.

•

The ASI system should be designed as a modular
hierarchical architecture, in which data collection,
data processing, and decision-making procedures are
distributed across multiple hierarchical levels and span
across multiple physical units of the swarm. The exact
architecture, structure and format of communication
(information) channels should be evolved in the process of ASI maturation as part of the early epistemological experiments with the environment: checking
physical boundaries, predicting outcomes of physical
actions, etc.

•

The dynamics of the swarm should be controlled by
the interaction of active and passive units. Active units
serve as a random attractors [10], which shape the
behavior of passive units. By doing this, they reduce
the computational load on the command-and-control
unit when building the optimal strategy for execution
of the current task.

•

It is important to have energy- and computationallyrich Command-and-Control units to maintain proprioception of the swarm system and control execution of
assigned tasks on the high level.

•

Another important aspect of Artificial Swarm Intelligence is to maintain the library of already explored
environments, which can be uses for transfer-learning
when building a model of novel environments.

•

The swarm must include various types of robotic units
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with different types of sensorimotor configurations
and specializations. This provides boost during an
ASI evolution and allows the selection of appropriate configurations that are beneficial for a particular
environment. Such flexibility allows to use a trained
swarm system to explore any type of environment for
which it has an appropriate sensorium and actuators.
•
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The software is written in GO programming language [27],
which makes it highly interoperable that can be executed on
wide range of hardware platforms. Also, our emphasis on
using neuro-evolution methods to evolve specific topology and
configuration of control neural networks, results in the modest
hardware requirements exposed.
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We open sourced various components of our software
framework at GitHub:
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https://github.com/yaricom/goNEAT
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https://github.com/yaricom/goNEAT NS
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